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Abstract
Cell tracking algorithms which automate and systematise the analysis of time lapse image data sets of cells are an indispensable tool in the modelling and understanding of cellular
phenomena. In this study we present a theoretical framework and an algorithm for whole cell
tracking. Within this work we consider that “tracking” is equivalent to a dynamic reconstruction of the whole cell data (morphologies) from static image datasets. The novelty of our work
is that the tracking algorithm is driven by a model for the motion of the cell. This model may
be regarded as a simplification of a recently developed physically meaningful model for cell
motility. The resulting problem is the optimal control of a geometric evolution law and we discuss the formulation and numerical approximation of the optimal control problem. The overall
goal of this work is to design a framework for cell tracking within which the recovered data
reflects the physics of the forward model. A number of numerical simulations are presented
that illustrate the applicability of our approach.
Keywords. Cell tracking, geometric evolution law, optimal control, phase field, finite elements.
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Introduction

Cell migration is a fundamental process in cell biology and is tightly linked to many important
physiological and pathological events such as the immune response, wound healing, tissue differentiation, metastasis, embryogenesis, inflammation and tumour invasion [1]. Experimental
advances provide techniques to observe migrating cells both in vivo and in vitro. Inferring dynamic quantities from this static data is an important task that has many applications in biology
and related fields. The field of cell tracking arose from this need and is concerned with the
development of methods to track and analyse dynamic cell shape changes from a series of still
images captured within a time frame (see for example [2, 3] for reviews).
On the other hand, a major focus of current research is the derivation of mathematical models for cell migration based on physical principles, e.g., [4]. Furthermore, such models appear
to show good qualitative and quantitative agreement with experimental observations of migrating cells. Despite this, very little research has focused on incorporating these mathematical
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modelling advances into appropriate cell tracking algorithms. In a related work, we investigated fitting parameters in models for cell motility to experimental image data sets of migrating
cells where observations of both the position of the cells and the concentrations of cell-resident
proteins related to motility were available [5].
In this study we present a first step towards the development of a framework for cell tracking based on novel models of cell motility. Specifically, we propose a cell tracking algorithm
which can be thought of as fitting a simplified, yet physically meaningful, model for cell migration to experimental observations and data. We focus on the setting, prevalent in cell tracking
problems, where only the position of the cell at a series of discrete times is available and no
further biological information is given. We present a mathematical model based on physical
principles for the cell movement that consists of a geometric evolution equation. We then formulate an inverse problem, which takes the form of a PDE constrained optimisation problem,
for fitting the model to the static experimental observations. To solve the optimisation problem
we propose an algorithm based on the optimal control of geometric evolution laws [6, 7].
The objective of this study is to serve as a useful first step in the development of cell tracking algorithms in which the underlying model for the evolution is based on physical principles,
rather than purely geometric considerations. In this setting, one hopes to attain estimates of
motility-related features such as trajectories, velocities, persistence lengths, circularity, etc.,
which reflect the physics underlying the model. We illustrate the fact that the tracking procedure we propose allows us to incorporate physically important aspects of cell migration by
including volume conservation in the model for the evolution. This is motivated by the observation that, for many cells, while the surface area of the cell membrane may change significantly
during migration the volume enclosed by the cell remains roughly constant [8]. Of course
other physical aspects of the migration could be included in the model, such as a spontaneous curvature of the membrane which is relevant for more complex models of cell motility
involving the Helfrich model [9].
The remainder of our discussion proceeds as follows. In §2 we briefly describe the problem
of cell tracking and introduce our approach to cell tracking, which may be regarded as fitting a
mathematical model to experimental image data sets. We present the geometric evolution law
model we seek to fit, which is a simplification of recently developed models in the literature
that show good agreement with experiments [4,8–13]. We finish §2 by reformulating our model
into the phase field framework, which appears more suitable for the problem in hand, and we
formulate the cell tracking problem as a PDE constrained optimisation problem. In §3 we
propose an algorithm for the resolution of the PDE constrained optimisation problem and we
discuss some practical aspects related to the implementation. In particular we note that the
theoretical and computational framework may be applied directly to multi-cell image data sets
and raw image data sets (of sufficient quality) without segmentation. In §4 we present some
numerical examples for the case of 2d single and multi-cell image data sets. Finally in §5 we
present some conclusions of our study and discuss future extensions and applications of the
work.

2
2.1

Problem Formulation
Approaches to cell tracking

Our focus is on developing whole cell tracking algorithms which track the morphology of the
cell rather than particle tracking in which particles such as the cell centroid or cell resident
proteins or (macro-)molecules are tracked [14]. A number of approaches have proved successful in cell tracking with level-set [15] or electrostatic based methods among the most widely
used [16]. One feature of such methods is that the trajectories they generate are not physical
in nature rather they are designed with the goal of achieving nice geometric properties, e.g.,
equidistribution of vertices, smoothness of the trajectories and so on. Our approach differs to
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these purely geometric approaches in that we start with a model derived from physical principles and it is this model for the evolution that drives the tracking algorithm. In this sense our
approach is similar in spirit to the parameter identification procedure described in [5] as in both
studies the goal may be regarded as fitting a mathematical model to experimental image data
sets.
We now summarise the main problems that must be addressed by a cell tracking algorithm.
In general cell tracking consists of three main steps
1. Segmentation: In this step the raw image data set is processed and the cells are separated
from the background in each frame.
2. Matching: The cells segmented in the first step must then be associated from frame to
frame (note this is only relevant in the case of multiple cell image data sets) such that
where possible (in practice cells may disappear or spontaneously appear in images) there
is a one-to-one map that uniquely associates individual cells from one frame to the next.
3. Linking: Finally the linking step consists of estimating dynamic data from the associated
segmented static cells.
In this work we will largely neglect the segmentation step. We assume either that we have
segmented image data to work with or that the image data is of sufficient quality that the contrast
between the cell and the background is clear and a simple thresholding step is sufficient to label
the different cells. In the case of segmented image data, we assume this data consists of closed
surfaces (or curves in 2d) that describe the boundaries of each individual cell. We briefly
comment on the role of segmentation in our approach and the fact that it may be unnecessary to
extract the sharp contours of the cell boundaries in Remark 3.2. For ease of presentation we will
also describe the algorithm in the case of single cell image data and thus the matching step is
redundant. However the theoretical aspects of our approach apply equally to multiple cell data
and one potentially attractive feature of our cell tracking procedure is that the matching problem
may be resolved implicitly without the need to associate cells form one frame to the next, c.f.,
Remark 3.4. Our main focus is on the tracking step and in the remainder of this study we outline
a theoretical framework, a practical implementation and numerical examples, for linking data
at a series of discrete times which allows the recovery of the whole cell morphologies in time.

2.2

Model

As mentioned above in contrast to many of the existing approaches for cell tracking, the framework we propose in this study is based on fitting a model, derived from physical principles,
for the motion of the cell to experimental image data. The general class of models to which
our approach is applicable are PDE based models for the motion, where the movement of the
cell membrane is described by a geometric evolution law. We introduce some notation for the
formulation of the model.
We denote by Γ the cell membrane, which is assumed to be a closed smooth oriented d − 1
dimensional hypersurface in Rd , d = 2, 3, with outward pointing unit normal ν. Given a
function η defined in a neighbourhood of Γ, the tangential or surface gradient of η denoted by
∇Γ is defined as
∇Γ η := ∇η − ∇η · νν,
(2.1)
where ∇ denotes the Cartesian gradient in Rd . The Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆Γ is defined as
the tangential divergence of the tangential gradient, i.e.,
∆Γ η := ∇Γ · (∇Γ η) .

(2.2)

The mean curvature H of Γ with respect to the normal ν is defined as
H := ∇Γ · ν.
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(2.3)

In this study we model the evolution of the cell membrane as being governed by volume
conserved mean curvature flow with forcing, given by
(
V (x, t) = (−σH(x, t) + η(x, t) + λV (t)) ν(x, t) on Γ(t), t ∈ (0, T ],
(2.4)
Γ(0) = Γ0 ,
where Γ is the closed surface that represents the cell membrane, V is the material velocity
of Γ, σ is the surface tension and λV (t) is a spatially uniform force accounting for volume
conservation, physically this may be thought of as an interior pressure. The forcing function η
is the main driver of the directed migration. The model we present is phenomenological and
hence it is difficult to directly relate η to biophysical processes. However, as positive values of
η correspond to protrusive forces and negative values of η correspond to contractile forces one
interpretation of the forcing function η is that it accounts for both protrusive forces generated
by polymerisation of actin at the leading edge of the cell and contractile forces generated by
the action of myosin motors at the rear of the cell.
The evolution law (2.4) is a simplification of a large class of models that arise in the modelling of cell motility which take the following form
!


V (x, t) = g (H(x, t)) + g (a(x, t)) + λ (t) ν(x, t) on Γ(t), t ∈ (0, T ],
1
2
V
(2.5)


0
Γ(0) = Γ ,
where g1 models the dependence of the evolution on geometric quantities, such as resistance
of the membrane to stretching which could be modelled by mean curvature terms as in (2.4) or
bending which can be modelled through the inclusion of Willmore or Helfrich flow type terms.
The function g2 appearing in (2.5) captures the dependence of the evolution on a vector of bulk
and/or surface resident species a. The surface resident species a could, for example, satisfy
another PDE such as a surface reaction-diffusion system
(
∂V• a + a∇Γ(t) · V − D∆Γ(t) a = f (a) on Γ(t), t ∈ (0, T ],
(2.6)
a(·, 0) = a0 (·) on Γ(0),
where a = (a1 , . . . , ana )T , na is the number of chemical species involved, ai denotes the
density of the ith chemical species, V is the material velocity of the surface,
∂V• a := ∂t a + V · ∇a,

(2.7)

is the material derivative with respect to the velocity V , D is a diagonal matrix of positive diffusion coefficients and f (a) is the nonlinear reaction. Models of the form (2.5)-(2.6) have been
used successfully to model cell motility in [4, 11, 12, 17] while models coupling evolution laws
of the form (2.5) to bulk PDEs (i.e., equations posed in the cell interior) have been considered
in [9, 10, 13].
Despite its simplicity the evolution law (2.4) may be regarded as a prototype of the more
complex models for cell motility of the form (2.5)-(2.6). The geometric evolution component
(2.5) is often the most challenging component of the model to solve numerically and developing an understanding of how to construct cell tracking algorithms assuming a geometric
evolution law based model for the motion is an important first step towards developing tracking algorithms based on more realistic physical models. In many applications it is also the
case that the only information available from the data is the position of the cell membrane and
no adequate model for the biochemistry of the motility related species involved is available.
Without any knowledge of the relevant biochemistry it is difficult to identify which motility
related species should influence the evolution let alone propose how the evolution depends on
their distribution (i.e., a g2 in (2.5)) or a model for the species dynamics (i.e., an equation
such as (2.6)). Nevertheless one may still wish to extract dynamic quantities from static image
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data sets, in this setting it may be reasonable to consider the evolution law (2.4) as a stand
alone model for the motion as at least the mechanical aspects of the membrane evolution are
accounted for through a physical model derived from basic physical principles.

2.3

An optimal control approach to cell tracking

The cell tracking approach we consider in this study corresponds to the following problem.
2.4 Problem (Cell tracking). Given an initial cell membrane position Γ0 and an observation
of the position Γobs , find a space-time distributed forcing η such that the evolution of the cell
membrane, Γ(t), t ∈ [0, T ] satisfies (2.4) with Γ(0) = Γ0 and Γ(T ) the position of the cell
membrane at time t = T , is close to Γobs .
As the volume enclosed by the cell may vary over the images it is inappropriate to enforce
conservation of a constant volume. Instead we enforce, with the help of a Lagrange multiplier
λV (t), that the volume enclosed by the cell is given by Ve (t) = V 0 + Tt (Vobs − V 0 ), i.e. that
the volume of the cell is a time-dependent linear interpolant of the volumes of the data.
Problem 2.4 is an optimal control of a free boundary problem, where the free moving
boundary problem is that of forced mean curvature flow and the control variable is the space
time distributed forcing. The theory of optimal control of geometric evolution laws is in its
infancy, in fact only recently has progress been made on the optimal control of parabolic equations on evolving surfaces even in the case of prescribed evolution [18]. On the other hand
the theory for the optimal control of semilinear parabolic equations is more mature (see, for
example, [19]). We wish to exploit this fact and to this end we consider the phase field approximation of (2.4) given by the Allen-Cahn equation;

1 0
1

∂t ϕ(x, t) = ∆ϕ(x, t) − ε2 G (ϕ(x, t)) − ε (cG η(x, t) − λ(t)) in Ω × (0, T ],
(2.8)
∇ϕ · ν Ω = 0 on ∂Ω × (0, T ],


0
ϕ(·, 0)
= ϕ (·) in Ω,
where Ω ⊂ Rd is a bulk domain, with normal ν Ω , that contains Γ, ϕ0 is a diffuse interface
representation of Γ0 and ε > 0 is a small parameter which governs the width of the diffuse
interface. For details on the asymptotic analysis of (2.8) and the convergence (as ε → 0) to
a solution of (2.4) we refer the reader, for example, to [20–23] and references therein. The
function G appearing in (2.8) is a double well potential, for example the quartic potential
2
1 2
ϕ −1
(2.9)
4
R1
which has minima at ±1. The constant cG = √12 −1 G(r)1/2 dr appearing in (2.8) is a scaling
constant that depends on the double well potential. We enforce the time-dependent volume
constraint following the approach of [21]. Specifically our diffuse
R interface formulation of the
constraint on the enclosed volume is given by a constraint
on Ω [ϕ(x, t)]+ dx, where [a]+ =
R
max(a, 0). We define Mϕ , the linear interpolant of Ω [ϕ(x, t)]+ dx of the initial and target
diffuse interface data by
Z

t
[ϕobs ]+ − [ϕ0 ]+ dx,
Mϕ (t) := [ϕ0 ]+ +
T
Ω
R
and determine λ(t) in (2.8) such that Mϕ (t) = Ω [ϕ(x, t)]+ dx. We have usedRλ (rather than
λV ) for the Lagrange multiplier in (2.8) to reflect the fact that our constraint is on Ω [ϕ(x, t)]+ dx.
However we shall refer to this constraint as a volume constraint in order to highlight the physical feature the constraint is intended to model. We also investigated an alternative approach to
enforcing the volume constraint via penalising deviations from a target volume following [24]
G(ϕ) =
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(see also [9]), in our numerical tests this strategy proved less robust than the volume constraint
proposed above.
To formulate the cell tracking problem as a PDE constrained optimal control problem we
define the objective functional we shall seek to minimise as follows
Z
Z Z
1
θ T
2
J(ϕ, η) =
(ϕ(x, T ) − ϕobs (x)) dx +
η(x, t)2 dxdt,
(2.10)
2 Ω
2 0 Ω
where ϕobs is a diffuse interface representation of the observation Γobs and θ > 0 is a regularisation parameter. The first term on the right of (2.10) is the so called fidelity term that measures
the distance between the solution to the model and the target data and the second term is the
regularisation which is necessary to ensure a well-posed problem (for example see [19]).
Our optimal control approach to the cell tracking problem may now be stated as the following minimisation problem.
2.5 Problem (Optimal control problem). Given an initial diffuse interface representation of the
cell membrane position ϕ0 and an observation of the position ϕobs , find a space-time distributed
forcing η ∗ : Ω × [0, T ] → R such that with ϕ a solution of (2.8) with initial condition ϕ(·, 0) =
ϕ0 , the forcing η ∗ solves the minimisation problem
min J(ϕ, η),
η

2.6

with J given by (2.10).

(2.11)

Optimality conditions

To apply the theory of optimal control of semilinear PDEs for the solution of the tracking problem, we briefly outline the derivation of the optimality conditions, for further details see for
example [19, 25]. Introducing the Lagrange multiplier (adjoint state) p, we define the Lagrangian functional
Z

T

Z
∂t ϕ(x, t) − ∆ϕ(x, t)

L(ϕ, η, p) = J(ϕ, η)−
0

Ω

!

1 0
1
+ 2 G (ϕ(x, t)) + cG η(x, t) − λ(t) p(x, t)dxdt.
ε
ε

(2.12)

Requiring stationarity of the Lagrangian with respect to the adjoint state yields the state equation (2.8) and requiring stationarity of the Lagrangian, at the optimal control η ∗ and associated
optimal state ϕ∗ , with respect to the state and the control, yields the (formal) first order optimality conditions
δϕ L(ϕ∗ , η ∗ , p)ϕ = 0,
∗

∗

δη L(ϕ , η , p)η = 0,

∀ϕ : ϕ(x, 0) = 0,

(2.13)

∀η.

(2.14)

Condition (2.13) yields the adjoint equation, which is the following linear parabolic PDE for
the adjoint state p,

1 00

∂t p(x, t) = −∆p(x, t) + ε2 G (ϕ(x, t))p(x, t) in Ω × (0, T ],
(2.15)
∇p · ν Ω = 0 on ∂Ω × (0, T ],


p(x, T ) = ϕ(x, T ) − ϕobs (x) in Ω.
Note that equation (2.15) is posed backwards in time and hence is equipped with terminal conditions. Condition (2.14) together with the Riesz representation theorem yields the optimality
condition (c.f., [19])
cG
δη L(ϕ∗ , η ∗ , p) = θη ∗ +
p = 0.
(2.16)
ε
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2.7 Remark (Choice of the potential). We note that our approach to the optimal control problem involving the formulation of the adjoint problem appears to require a smooth potential G
(c.f., (2.9)). The formulation of the adjoint problem is to our best knowledge an open problem for other widely used, but non smooth or unbounded, potentials such as the obstacle or
logarithmic potential.

3

Practical considerations, implementation and algorithm

As is standard, we use the optimality conditions to construct an iterative optimisation loop to
solve the optimal control problem, Problem 2.5. The basic idea is that in each step of the loop
we first solve the state equation (2.8) with a given control, then solve the adjoint equation (2.15)
with the computed states and then update the control using the optimality condition (2.16). For
this initial study to ensure robustness of the algorithm and to aid in the clarity of the exposition
we employ a simple gradient based update of the control [26]. Given η k and p we compute
the updated control η k+1 via steepest descent. That is we choose as an update direction the
negative gradient, the formula for the update of the control is


cG
η k+1 (x, t) = η k (x, t) − α θη k (x, t) +
p(x, t) , (x, t) ∈ Ω × [0, T ),
(3.1)
ε
where α is a step size. For simplicity in this study we take a constant step size of α = 0.01.
For the termination criteria for the algorithm we stop if the objective functional J is less
than a given tolerance tolJ , the update in the control is less than a given tolerance, i.e., if
α(θη k + cεG p) L2 (Ω×[0,T )) < tolη or if a maximum number of iterations Kmax is reached. In
practice the forward (2.8) and adjoint equations (2.15) must be approximated and to do this we
utilise a finite element method, using continuous piecewise linear elements. The details of the
numerical method for the approximation of the forward and adjoint equations are given in A.
The cell tracking algorithm we propose may now be stated in pseudocode as follows (the
notation employed is as in A);

3.1

Optimal control based cell tracking algorithm

Require: Data: ϕ0h , (ϕobs )h the initial and target (discrete) diffuse interface data.
Numerical Parameters: T > 0 end-time and M > 0 number of timesteps.
Optimisation Parameters: tolerances tolJ , tolη , and Kmax .
Initial guess for the control: (ηh )0 := (ηhi )0 ∈ V, i = 0, . . . , M.
k := 0

while
α(θ(ηh )k + cεG pk+1
)
>
tol
,
J
>
tol
and
k
<
K
do
η
max
J
h
L2 (Ω×[0,T ))

Solve state equation for {(ϕih )k+1 , (λi )k+1 }, i = 1, . . . , M with (ηhi )k and initial data
= ϕ0h .
. c.f., §A

(ϕ0h )k+1

Solve adjoint equation for (pih )k+1 , i = M − 1, . . . , 0 with computed (ϕih )k+1 and with
k+1 = (ϕM )k+1 − (ϕ
terminal data (pM
obs )h .
h )
h
Update control (ηhi )k+1 = (ηhi )k − α(θ(ηhi )k +
Compute J according to (2.10).
k := k + 1.
end while
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cG i k+1
)
ε (ph )

i = 0, . . . , M.

3.2 Remark (Segmentation and image data). An important aspect of any cell tracking algorithm is its ability to extract data suitable for the tracking algorithm from the experimental
image data set. In many cases the experimental image data set is grayscale data with the intensity (brightness) indicating whether a point is in the interior of a cell, i.e., points inside the
cell appear bright for example and points outside appear dark. For many tracking algorithms
this intensity data is then post processed via a segmentation algorithm (e.g., active contour
methods [27, 28]) to yield sharp interface representations of the cell membrane. Assuming a
sharp interface representation of the cell membrane is available, diffuse interface representations may be easily initialised (see for example [5]). We note however that the raw intensity
data produced by many imaging procedures may already be close to a diffuse interface representation of the cell, this is typically the case when the data is relatively free of noise and
the contrast between the cell and the background is high. In this case one may wish to exploit
this fact in the algorithm and work with the raw image data set itself (or a post processed e.g.,
thresholded version), thus circumventing the extra error induced by segmentation.
3.3 Remark (Observations at multiple points in time). For clarity of exposition we focus on the
case of fitting to a single observation. The approach generalises straightforwardly to multiple
observations with the first term in (2.10) simply replaced by a sum over the distinct times at
which the observations are taken of the difference between the solution (at the appropriate time)
and the target data.
3.4 Remark (Multiple cells and matching problems). As mentioned above a major focus of
many cell tracking algorithms is to track multiple cells in the same image and the resolution of
the so called matching problem. Our approach can be applied to multi-cell image data. Here
ϕ0 and ϕobs would be diffuse interface representations of the multi-cell image data set and
the diffuse interfaces would consist of multiple disjoint phases. The remaining aspects of the
approach remain unchanged and the matching problem is solved implicitly in the computation
of the optimal control.
There are however multiple practical issues which arise in this setting related to the separation between distinct cells, which affects the choice of ε, and the fact that the evolution law (2.8)
allows changes in the topology of the phases which may lead to cell splitting, the annihilation
of a phase (which would correspond to the disappearance of a cell) or the nucleation of a phase
(i.e., the spontaneous appearance of a cell). We intend to comment on practical approaches to
multi-cell tracking elsewhere.

4

Numerical examples

We now present some benchmark numerical examples illustrating the application of the algorithm to artificial image data sets. For all the simulations we report on in this section, in
the state equation (2.8) we set ε = 0.1, and we took the end-time T = 0.4. As mentioned
previously the parameter ε governs the width of the diffuse interface and should in general
be taken as small as is computationally feasible, smaller values of ε necessitate a finer grid,
in this initial study with uniform grids we set ε = 0.1 as the CPU times become prohibitive
for smaller values of ε. The end time T corresponds to the nondimensionalised time between
snapshots and could in principle be related to an acquisition time between images given real
biological data. For each of the experiments, apart from those of §4.4, we set the initial guess
for the control to be constant in space and time (zero in the single cell case and one for the
multi-cell examples). For the approximation of the forward and adjoint equations we used
triangulations with 8321 DOFs in all the simulations, apart from those of §4.3, and selected a
uniform timestep τ = 1×10−3 . The same numerical parameters for the optimisation algorithm
were used for all the experiments and are given in Table 1. In every example we report on the
algorithm terminated due to the update of the control being less than the prescribed tolerance.
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α
0.01

θ
tolJ
0.01 1 × 10−4

tolη
1 × 10−4

Kmax
3500

Table 1: Parameter values used for the numerical simulations.
The technical details of the hardware used to carry out the simulations is given in Remark
4.1.
4.1 Remark (Hardware details). All the numerical experiments have been performed on the
high performance cluster (HPC) at the University of Sussex. Each of the simulations was
carried out in serial using a single core of the cluster. The HPC cluster currently consists of
3140 cores with an even mixture of Intel and AMD CPUs. The majority of the cluster are 64
core AMD nodes with 256GB RAM per node, and a smaller number of 512GB RAM nodes.
The cluster uses the high-performance Lustre clustered-filesystem for I/O, and currently stands
at 298TB of storage for research use.

4.2

Application to synthetic data

Here we apply the algorithm to a single synthetic cell data set taken from the PhagoSight website http://www.phagosight.org/synData.php. The synthetic cell was generated
as a mixture of Gaussians with Poisson noise that varied over time to simulate the displacement
and change of shape of a neutrophil as observed in a Zebrafish embryo. The data for analysis
consisted of points on the synthetic cell membrane at a series of times (for simplicity we used
2d data, i.e., the cell membrane was a 1d curve embedded in R2 ). The initial and target curves
we took as test data for the algorithm are shown in Figure 1(a). To apply our algorithm, based
on diffuse interface representations, we define the domain Ω:=[0, 8]×[0, 6] which was such that
both the initial and target curves were contained in the domain. We then constructed diffuse interface representations of the target data following the procedure described in [5]. Figures 1(b)
and 1(c) show the diffuse interface representations of the initial and target data respectively. In
order to investigate the influence of the volume constraint on the computed cell morphologies
we performed two experiments, in the first we simply considered the forced Allen-Cahn model
for the evolution with no volume constraint, i.e., (2.8) with λ = 0, and in the second we included the volume constraint as described in §2. The algorithm took 1996 iterations to meet
the stopping criteria with no volume constraint and 2479 iterations with the volume constraint,
corresponding to CPU times of 25238 and 119216 seconds respectively.
Figure 2 shows the value of the objective functional against the number of iterations of the
optimisation algorithm with and without the volume constraint. We observe similar behaviour
in both cases with an initial rapid decrease in the objective functional followed by a more
gradual reduction with each iteration as we approach the minimum. Figure 3 shows the zero
level-set of the computed solution using the optimal control at the final time with and without
the volume constraint. The curve corresponding to the zero level set is shaded by the value of
the computed optimal control. The background shading corresponds to the target data. In both
cases the position of the zero level-set of the computed solution shows good agreement with
the target data. Qualitatively we observe cells with a clearly defined “front” and “rear”, with
the computed control corresponding to protrusive forces at the front and contractive forces at
the rear.
Figure 4 shows the area enclosed by the zero level-set of the solution with the optimal
control with and without the volume constraint together with the linear interpolant of the areas
of the data. We see that without the volume constraint the area initially decreases then rapidly
increases as we approach the final time whilst with the volume constraint (note the constraint
is actually on the mass rather than the volume) the area is close to the linear interpolant of the
areas of the data. In terms of the computed cell morphologies, Figure 5 shows snapshots of the
computed cell membranes (zero level-sets) for the two different cases. We clearly observe that
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(a) Initial (red curve) and target (green curve) synthetic data. The cell
centroids are shown together with the trajectory of the linear interpolant
of the cell centroids (black line).

(b) Initial data (ϕ0 ).

(c) Target data (ϕobs ).

Figure 1: Initial and target data for the example of §4.2.
the intermediate snapshot (blue curve) encloses a much smaller area if the volume constraint is
not included in the algorithm. In Figure 6 we report on the trajectory and speed (magnitude of
the velocity) of the centroid (center of mass) of the zero level-set of the computed solution with
the optimal control, with and without the volume constraint. We observe similar trajectories
with and without the volume constraint and in both cases we observe an increase in the speed
as we approach the end-time. However in the case of no volume constraint this increase is
more marked with a sharp spike in the centroid velocity observed close to the final time. The
increasing centroid speed we observe may be unphysical and if a (roughly) constant centroid
velocity is desired one strategy may be to impose pointwise constraints on the control, this
would prevent the large increase in the maximum and minimum values of the control observed
during the simulations as we approach the final time as shown in Figure 7. Another possible
strategy would be to modify the regularisation in (2.10).
Figure 8 shows the fidelity term ϕobs (x) − ϕ(x, T )k L2 (Ω) with and without the volume
constraint versus the number of iterations (where k corresponds to the optimisation iteration
number). The fidelity term may be considered as a quantitative measure for the “goodness of
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Figure 2: The value of the cost functional versus the number of iterations for the experiments of
§4.2 with and without the volume constraint. We observe a rapid decrease in the cost initially
followed by a much more gradual decrease as we approach the minimum, this is as expected since
the steepest descent algorithm is used for the update of the control.

(a) Without the volume constraint

(b) With the volume constraint

Figure 3: Zero level-set of the solutions (ϕ(x, T )) computed using the approximated optimal
control (η ∗ ) with and without the volume constraint for the experiments of §4.2. The curve (zero
level-set of ϕ(x, T )) is shaded by the approximated optimal control (η ∗ (x, T )) and the background
by the target data (ϕobs (x)). The color-bar corresponds to the scale for η ∗ (x, T ). We see good
agreement between the zero level-set of the data computed with the optimal control and the target
data in both cases.
fit" of the computed data to the observations. We observe a steady decay in the fidelity term as
we approach the optimal control in both cases.

4.3

The effect of mesh refinement

In this section we investigate the effect of the mesh-size on the results by refining the mesh
whilst keeping the time step τ constant. We report on the value of the fidelity term computed
using φ∗ , i.e., the forward state computed with the optimal control. The initial and target data
are taken to be the same as in §4.2 and we employ the algorithm with the volume constraint.
The initial guess for the control is taken to be zero in each case. The results from the mesh
refinements are presented in Table 2. We observe a reduction in the fidelity term as we refine
the mesh which implies an improved fit to the observed data. Although in principle it would
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Figure 4: Area enclosed by the cell for the experiments of §4.2 with and without the volume
constraint. The cell shrinks considerably during the evolution without the volume constraint whilst
a good fit to the linear interpolant of the area enclosed by the data is observed with the volume
constraint.

(a) Without the volume constraint

(b) With the volume constraint

Figure 5: Zero level-sets of the solutions computed (ϕ(x, t)) with the optimal control (η ∗ (x, t)) for
the experiments of §4.2 with and without the volume constraint at t = 0 (red), t = 0.35 (blue) and
t = 0.4 (green). We observe that the volume enclosed by the blue curve is significantly smaller
than the volumes enclosed by the red and green curves without the volume constraint whilst this is
not observed if the volume constraint is included.
be interesting to investigate the influence of refining both the timestep and mesh-size on the
computed results, our tests indicate that the algorithm breaks down for time steps significantly
larger than 0.01 and hence, refinement of the timestep and mesh-size together becomes computationally prohibitive.
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(b) Centroid speed (log scaling on the y−axis).

Figure 6: Trajectories and speeds of the centroid of the zero level-sets of the solution with the
optimal control with and without the volume constraint for the example of §4.2.
DOF s
545
2113
8321
33025

||ϕ(x, t) − ϕobs ||L2 (Ω)
0.348165
0.176357
0.154305
0.135178

CPU time (secs)
3142
26050
119216
291597

Table 2: Mesh refinement.

4.4

The influence of the initial guess for the control

Here we apply the algorithm with the volume constraint on the simple example of a translated
circle to illustrate the effect that the choice of the initial guess for the control η has on the
solution of the problem. To apply our algorithm we define the domain Ω to be [−3, 6] × [−3, 3]
with a triangulation of 8321 grid points. We selected a uniform timestep τ = 1 × 10−3 and
set the interfacial thickness ε = 0.1. We took the end-time T = 0.8. The remaining numerical
parameters for the optimisation algorithm are as given in Table 1. The initial data was taken to
be a smoothed (by running a few steps of the Allen-Cahn solver) version of the function taking
the value 1 inside B1 (0, 0) (a circle of radius 1 centred at the origin) and -1 in Ω/B1 (0, 0).
The target data was taken to be a smoothed (by running a few steps of the Allen-Cahn solver)
version of the function taking the value 1 inside B1 (3, 0) and -1 in Ω/B1 (0, 0). Figure 9 shows
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(a) Minimum value of the control for a series of iterations against
time for the algorithm without volume constraints.
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(b) Maximum value of the control for a series of iterations against
time for the algorithm without volume constraints.
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(c) Minimum value of the control for a series of iterations against
time for the algorithm with volume constraints.
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(d) Maximum value of the control for a series of iterations against
time for the algorithm with volume constraints.

Figure 7: Minimum and maximum values of the control η with and without the volume constraint
for the example of §4.2.
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Figure 8: The value of the fidelity term versus the number of iterations for the experiments of §4.2
with and without the volume constraint.
the initial and target diffuse interface data. To illustrate the effect of the choice of initial guess

(a) Initial data (ϕ0 ).

(b) Target data (ϕobs ).

Figure 9: Initial and target data for the examples of §4.4.
on the algorithm, we consider two different values for the initial guess, firstly we set η = 0
and secondly we set η = c · ∇ϕ, where c = (2.5, 0), i.e., in the latter case the initial guess
depends on the solution to the Allen-Cahn equation. In both cases we used the algorithm with
the volume constraints. With the zero initial guess the algorithm took 3262 iterations to meet
the stopping criteria corresponding to a CPU time of 320433 seconds. With the second choice
of initial guess the algorithm took 2056 iterations to meet the stopping criteria corresponding
to a CPU time of 228173 seconds respectively.
Figure 10 shows the zero level-set of the computed solution using the optimal control at the
final time. The curve corresponding to the zero level-set is shaded by the value of the control
with the background shading corresponding to the target data. In both cases the position of
the computed curve (zero level-set) with the optimal control shows good agreement with the
target data. Figure 11 shows snapshots of the computed zero level-sets with the two different
initial guesses. For the case with the initial value of η = 0, we observe in Figure 11(a) that the
interface remains close to the initial position for most of the time of the simulation, and at the
very last moment it shrinks to a point with a new phase nucleated at the position of the target
data corresponding to a change in topology. With the second choice of initial guess (η = c·∇ϕ)
we observe in Figure 11(b) that there is a gradual motion towards the target position with no
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changes in topology. Figure 12 shows the area enclosed by the zero level-set of the computed
solution with the optimal control with the two different initial guesses together with the linear
interpolant of the areas of the data. We observe a sharp increase in area towards the end of the
time interval with the zero initial guess as the new phase is nucleated. With the second choice
of initial guess, the area of the computed curve exhibits a good fit to the linear interpolant of
the areas of the data.

(b) With initial guess η = c · ∇ϕ

(a) With initial guess η = 0

Figure 10: Zero level-set of the solutions (ϕ(x, T )) computed using the approximated optimal
control (η ∗ (x, t)) for the experiments of §4.4. The curve (zero level-set of ϕ(x, T )) is shaded by
the approximated optimal control (η ∗ (x, T )) and the background by the target data (ϕobs (x)). The
color-bar corresponds to the scale for η ∗ (x, T ). We see good agreement between the zero level-set
of the data computed with the optimal control and the target data in both cases.

(b) With initial guess η = c · ∇ϕ

(a) With initial guess η = 0

Figure 11: Zero level-sets of the solutions computed (ϕ(x, t)) with the optimal control (η ∗ (x, t)) for
the experiments of §4.4 at t = 0 (red), t = 0.2 (black), t = 0.6 (blue), t = 0.7 (orange), t = 0.789
(pink) and t = 0.8 (green). We observe the nucleation of a phase and a change in topology with the
zero initial guess whilst there are no evident changes in topology and the zero level-set maintains a
fixed topology in the case of the nonzero initial guess.
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Figure 12: Area enclosed by the curve for the experiments of §4.4. A good fit to the linear
interpolant of the areas is only observed with the nonzero initial guess. We observe a rapid increase
in the area near the end time for the zero initial guess, this corresponds to the time at which a new
phase is nucleated, c.f., Figure 11(a).

4.5

Application to multi-cell image data sets

We now apply the algorithm to the case of multi-cell image data sets. As a proof-of-concept
we consider the simplest possible scenario where we have an initial and desired dataset both
consisting of two cells that are well separated.
For the first experiment we defined the initial data and target data as follows. Defining the
domain Ω to be [−2, 8] × [−2, 2] we defined the subdomains Ω1 , Ω2 , Ω3 and Ω4 to be the
simply connected bounded domains with boundary curves Γ1 , Γ2 , Γ3 and Γ4 defined by (the
curves Γ1 , Γ2 and Γ3 and Γ4 are the zero level-sets of the diffuse interfaces shown in Figures
13(a) and 13(b) respectively).

Γ1 := x ∈ Ω | x21 + x22 − 0.82 + 0.1 sin(4x1 ) + 0.1 sin(3x2 ) = 0 ,




2
x
5x1
1
2
2
Γ2 := x ∈ Ω |
− 2 + (x2 − 0.6) − 0.7 + 0.1 sin
+ 0.3 sin(2x2 ) = 0 ,
2
2

Γ3 := x ∈ Ω | (x1 − 0.4)2 + (x2 − 0.5)2 − 0.82 + 0.1 sin(6x1 ) + 0.1 sin(7x2 ) = 0 ,




x
2
7x1
1
2
2
Γ4 := x ∈ Ω |
− 2.5 + (x2 − 1) − 0.7 + 0.1 sin
+ 0.1 sin(1.5x2 ) = 0 .
2
2
We then set the initial and target data to be a smoothed (by running a few steps of the AllenCahn solver) version of the function
(
(
1 for x ∈ Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ,
1 for x ∈ Ω3 ∪ Ω4 ,
0
ϕ =
and ϕobs =
−1 for x ∈ Ω/ (Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ) ,
−1 for x ∈ Ω/ (Ω3 ∪ Ω4 ) .
Figure 13 shows the initial and target diffuse interface data.
As previously, we compare the results of the algorithm with and without the volume constraint. For this experiment, the algorithm took 2035 iterations to meet the stopping criteria
with no volume constraint and 2199 iterations with the volume constraint, corresponding to
CPU times of 28608 and 105750 seconds respectively.
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Figure 14 shows the value of the objective functional against the number of iterations of
the optimisation algorithm with and without the volume constraint. Figure 15 shows the zero
level-set of the computed solution using the optimal control at the final time with and without
the volume constraint shaded by the value of the control with the background shading corresponding to the target data. The results are similar to the single cell simulations of §4.2 with
an initial rapid decrease in the cost followed by a subsequent gradual decrease. The cells (zero
level-sets) computed with the optimal control show good agreement with the target data for both
versions of the algorithm and for both cells. For each of the versions of the algorithm, both of
the computed cells again posses a clearly defined “front” and “rear” similar to the single cell
case.
Figure 16 shows the area enclosed by the zero-level set of the computed solution with the
optimal control with and without the volume constraint together with the linear interpolant
of the areas of the data. We observe analogous behaviour to the single cell. In terms of the
computed cell morphologies, Figure 17 shows snapshots of the computed zero level-sets for
the two different versions of the algorithm. We see that in this multi-cell setting the algorithm
has implicitly solved the matching problem by generating two disjoint cells whose topology
remains fixed throughout the evolution. We observe that the loss of volume in the case of no
volume constraint corresponds to one of the cells in the intermediate snapshot (blue curve)
enclosing a much smaller area.

(a) Initial data (ϕ0 ).

(b) Target data (ϕobs ).

Figure 13: Initial and target data for the examples of §4.5.
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Figure 14: Cost functional versus the number of iterations for the examples of §4.5.

4.6

An example with topological change

Of course, in general our algorithm may generate cells whose topology is not fixed as in §4.4.
To this end we report on another experiment.
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2500

(a) Without the volume constraint

(b) With the volume constraint

Figure 15: Zero level-set of the solutions (ϕ(x, T )) computed using the approximated optimal
control (η ∗ (x, t)) with and without the volume constraint for the examples of §4.5. The curve (zero
level-set of ϕ(x, T )) is shaded by the approximated optimal control (η ∗ (x, T )) and the background
by the target data (ϕobs (x)). The color-bar corresponds to the scale for η ∗ (x, T ). We see good
agreement between the zero level-set of the data computed with the optimal control and the target
data in both cases.
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Figure 16: Area enclosed by the cell for the experiments of §4.5 with and without the volume
constraint. As with the single cell data, the area (now the sum of the area of the two cells) shrinks
considerably during the evolution without the volume constraint whilst a good fit to the linear
interpolant of the area enclosed by the data is observed with the volume constraint.
Defining the domain Ω to be [−2, 6.3] × [−2.5, 2.5] we defined the subdomains Ω1 , Ω2 , Ω3
and Ω4 to be the simply connected bounded domains with boundary curves Γ1 , Γ2 , Γ3 and Γ4
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(a) Without the volume constraint

(b) With the volume constraint

Figure 17: Zero level-sets of the solutions computed with the optimal control for the examples of
§4.5 with and without the volume constraint at t = 0 (red), t = 0.35 (blue) and t = 0.4 (green).
The volume enclosed by both cells shrinks during the evolution without the volume constraint
whilst this is not observed if the volume constraint is included. Both with and without the volume
constraint, the implicit solution of the matching problem in this case generates two disjoint cells
which do not change in topology.
defined by (see Figure 18)

Γ1 := x ∈ Ω | x21 + x22 − 0.92 + 0.1 sin(4.5x1 ) + 0.11 sin(3x2 )) = 0 ,




5x1
2
2
2
+ 0.3 sin(2x2 ) = 0 ,
Γ2 := x ∈ Ω | (x1 − 5) + x2 − 0.7 + 0.1 sin
2

Γ3 := x ∈ Ω | (x1 − 0.35)2 + (x2 − 0.7)2 − 0.82 + 0.1 sin(6x1 ) + 0.1 sin(7x2 ) = 0 ,




7x1
2
2
2
+ 0.1 sin(1.5x2 ) = 0 .
Γ4 := x ∈ Ω | (x1 − 0.3) + (x2 − 1.1) − 0.7 − 0.1 sin
2
We then set the initial and target data to be a smoothed (by running a few steps of the AllenCahn solver) version of the function
(
(
1 for x ∈ Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ,
1 for x ∈ Ω3 ∪ Ω4 ,
0
ϕ =
and ϕobs =
−1 for x ∈ Ω/ (Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ) ,
−1 for x ∈ Ω/ (Ω3 ∪ Ω4 ) .
Figure 18 shows the initial and target diffuse interface data.
As previously, we compare the results of the algorithm with and without the volume constraint. For this experiment, the algorithm took 1960 iterations to meet the stopping criteria
with no volume constraint and 1937 iterations with the volume constraint, corresponding to
CPU times of 27553 and 93150 seconds respectively.
Figure 19 shows the value of the objective functional against the number of iterations of
the optimisation algorithm with and without the volume constraint. Figure 20 shows the zero
level-set of the computed solution using the optimal control at the final time with and without
the volume constraint shaded by the value of the control with the background shading corresponding to the target data. The results are similar to the previous simulations with an initial
rapid decrease in the cost followed by a subsequent gradual decrease and good agreement with
the target data for both versions of the algorithm and for both cells. For each of the versions of
the algorithm, both of the computed cells again posses a clearly defined “front” and “rear”.
Figure 21 shows the area of the domain in which the computed solution is positive with
and without the volume constraint together with the linear interpolant of the areas of the data.
For this experiment we observe that the area enclosed by the computed cells differs significantly from the linear interpolant areas of the data both with and without the volume constraint.
This may be due to the change in topology of the interface during the evolution. Figure 22
shows snapshots of the computed zero level-sets for the two different versions of the algorithm.
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Unlike the previous examples we see that for this particular choice of initial and target data,
the algorithm yields cells which change in topology with one of the curves shrinking until it
disappears whilst the other splits eventually becoming two disjoint curves. Thus our algorithm
generates trajectories corresponding to the annihilation (via shrinking) of one cell whilst the
other cell splits to form the two cells observed in the image data set.

(a) Initial data (ϕ0 ).

(b) Target data (ϕobs ).

Figure 18: Initial and target data for the examples of §4.6.
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Figure 19: The value of the cost functional versus the number of iterations for the examples of
§4.6 with and without the volume constraint. We observe a rapid decrease in the cost initially
followed by a much more gradual decrease as we approach the minimum, this is as expected since
the steepest descent algorithm is used for the update of the control.

4.7

Comments on the numerical experiments

The CPU times for each of the experiments is of the order of hours. For all the experiments
the number of iterations required before the stopping criteria is met are similar, however this
leads to simulations with the volume constraint taking approximately four times as long (in
terms of CPU time) as those without the volume constraint. This is due to the iterative nature
of the algorithm used to compute the Lagrange multiplier c.f., §A which necessitates multiple
solves per timestep. We note that the CPU times of the algorithms may be too large for many
applications. In light of this we mention that the stopping criteria we have used may be too
strict for many applications and that a significant decrease in the cost function together with
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(a) Without the volume constraint

(b) With the volume constraint

Figure 20: Zero level-set of the solutions (ϕ(x, T )) computed using the approximated optimal
control (η ∗ (x, t)) with and without the volume constraint for the examples of §4.6. The curve (zero
level-set of ϕ(x, T )) is shaded by the approximated optimal control (η ∗ (x, T )) and the background
by the target data (ϕobs (x)). The color-bar corresponds to the scale for η ∗ (x, T ). We see good
agreement between the zero level-set of the data computed with the optimal control and the target
data in both cases.
a reasonable fit to the data is observed after as few as 50 iterations (which reduces the CPU
time by a factor of around 40) and that for many applications this level of fit may be sufficient
hence the stopping criteria could be relaxed. Finally we mention that the current solution procedure based on uniform grids and serial solution of the forward and adjoint problems may be
improved and we are currently investigating combining adaptive grids with a parallel solver for
the forward and adjoint problems which gives a significant speed up but presents new technical
challenges which we wish to avoid in this paper to maintain clarity of exposition.

5

Conclusion

In this study we presented a first step towards the development of cell tracking algorithms
based on physical models for cell migration. The presented algorithm seeks to track whole cell
morphologies and is applicable to single cell or multi-cell image data sets. Our approach may
be regarded as a model fitting procedure in which a physically derived model for the evolution
of the cell or cells is fitted to experimental image data sets. The algorithm is based on the
theory of optimal control of PDEs and full details of the derivation and implementation of
the algorithm are given. We also present a number of numerical experiments illustrating the
performance of the algorithm with synthetic representative single cell and multi-cell image data
sets.
The key novelty of our approach is that the model for the evolution of the cell (or cells),
which drives the tracking procedure, is based on a relevant simplification of existing physically
derived models for cell motility that reproduce many experimentally observed aspects of cell
migration (e.g., [4]). Thus this study is an important step towards the development of cell tracking algorithms in which the recovered trajectories are physically meaningful. This is in contrast
to the majority of existing algorithms for whole cell tracking in which the models for the evol-
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Figure 21: Area enclosed by the cell for the experiments of §4.6 with and without the volume
constraint. As with the single cell data, the area (now the sum of the area of the two cells) shrinks
considerably during the evolution without the volume constraint, whilst the incorporation of the
volume constraint yields a better fit to the linear interpolant of the areas. Unlike the previous
examples however, even with the volume constraint the fit to the linear interpolant of the areas of
the data is poor.

(a) Without the volume constraint

(b) With the volume constraint

Figure 22: Zero level-sets of the solutions computed with the optimal control for the examples of
§4.6 with and without the volume constraint at t = 0 (red), t = 0.3 (blue), t = 0.396 (black)
and t = 0.4 (green). We observe that in this case the difference between the two schemes is less
pronounced. It is also clear that both with and without the volume constraint, the implicit solution
of the matching problem in our algorithm in this case leads to the annihilation of one cell (as it
shrinks to a point) while the other cell splits with the zero level-set changing in topology from a
single closed curve to two disjoint closed curves.
ution of the cell that underly the tracking procedure are purely geometric in nature neglecting
completely the physics of cell migration [15,16,29]. One significant advantage of the approach
to cell tracking we propose, is that the physics of the model driving the evolution of the cell are
reflected in the recovered dynamic data. Thus it is possible to encode physical features of cell
migration into the tracking procedure. We illustrate this fact by including volume conservation
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in the model. Comparing the results of the tracking algorithm with and without volume conservation, we observe, that in a number of simulations neglecting volume conservation leads
to physically unrealistic cell morphologies with a significant reduction of the cell volume in
the recovered morphologies whilst this undesirable effect is no longer evident if volume conservation is included. We note that volume conservation is more physically relevant in three
dimensions. This is since large changes in volume in two-dimensional imaging data of cells
(i.e., the area of the projections of the cell on to a two-dimensional plane) are often observed in
experimental data despite the cells conserving their enclosed (three-dimensional) volume.
Of course volume conservation is only an example of the kind of biology or physics one
may wish to encode in the algorithm. A number of models that fit into our framework have
been proposed incorporating more complex biophysics such as spontaneous curvatures [9], for
Helfrich type models, adhesion for the migration of cells on substrates or in the ECM [13],
cell-cell or cell-obstacle interactions [4] and chemotaxis [12], these models are thus potential
candidates for the model driving the evolution in our tracking algorithm.
We work with diffuse interface representations of the cell membrane to make use of the
mature theory for the optimal control of semilinear PDEs. One attractive aspect of this approach
is that, as we do not require sharp interface representations of the cell membrane, it may be
possible therefore to work directly with the raw experimental image data set without any need
for segmentation. However the diffuse interface or phase field framework we employ does make
the algorithm computationally intensive as evidenced by the relatively large CPU times for our
experiments and a key area for future work is to investigate improvements in the computational
efficiency of the algorithm. This need is especially evident if one wishes to track cells in 3d,
as although our theoretical framework applies equally to this setting the computational cost
becomes prohibitive. Computational aspects under investigation include
• Spatial and temporal adaptivity which is challenging in this setting as the solution of the state
equation enters the adjoint equation.
• Alternative update schemes for the control to the simple yet robust gradient based update
considered in this study.
• Parallelisation and the development of fast solvers for the solution of the state and adjoint
equations.
Our initial numerical investigations suggest that with a combination of the techniques outlined
above it is possible to efficiently track 3d cell migration and we report on this elsewhere. Other
potentially attractive directions for future work would be to consider higher order finite element
spaces for the discretisation of the forward and adjoint problems or the use of spectral element
methods, both of which may allow a more accurate solution of the forward and adjoint problem
with fewer degrees of freedom, hence reducing the memory requirements.
Investigating the performance of the algorithm with real biological data for different cell
types and in different environments is an important and worthwhile task. We are currently
applying the algorithm to the tracking of in vivo neutrophil migration and intend to report on
this elsewhere. As mentioned previously one interpretation of the forcing η ∗ is that it accounts
for both protrusive forces generated by polymerisation of actin at the leading edge of the cell
together with contractile forces generated by the action of myosin motors at the cell rear. Thus
a potential avenue for assessing the plausibility of the cell tracks computed with our algorithm
would be to compare the computed η ∗ with experimental imaging data on the location of polymerised actin and myosin-II on the cell membrane with the expectation being that regions in
which the computed forcing η ∗ is positive would correspond to regions rich in polymerised
actin and regions in which the computed forcing η ∗ is negative would correspond to regions
rich in myosin-II. There are also many extensions of our approach which are likely to prove
useful in applications. Our algorithm could equally be applied to the identification of (possibly
time-dependent) parameters in models for cell migration (e.g., a spatially constant forcing or
material parameters such as surface tension or bending rigidity) however in this case it is likely
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that the sharp interface approach we propose in [5] will be more efficient. As observed in
some of the experiments we report on, the framework we employ allows changes in topology
of the cells. Whilst this may be desirable for some applications, e.g., tracking cells beyond cell
division or cell fusion, in many biological experiments the topology of the cells is fixed. Our experiments suggest that topological changes arise primarily in the case of multi-cell image data
sets. In this setting it should be possible to track the evolution of certain topological invariants
(or more specifically diffuse interface representations of such invariants) and use these as an
indicator for when the computed cells are changing in topology. The user could then manually reduce the multi-cell tracking problem to multiple single cell (or smaller scale multi-cell)
tracking problems by specifying the correspondence between cells in different frames, with the
hope that changes in topology do not occur for these new problems. The model we propose
for the evolution in this study is a simplification of more general physically relevant models
in which bulk or surface PDEs for the biochemistry are coupled to a geometric evolution law
for the motion. An important area for future work is the extension of the framework to this
more general setting. We note that the phase field approach we employ makes it computationally straightforward to couple the geometric evolution law for the motion to bulk PDEs (posed
either within the cell or in the extra-cellular matrix) [8, 10, 13].
We hope that our optimal control-model fitting based framework is a useful first step towards incorporating advances in the modelling of cell migration into cell tracking algorithms.
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A Numerical solution of the forward and adjoint problems
A.1

Discretisation of the state equation

We introduce the variational form for the forward problem (2.8) defined as follows. Find
(ϕ, λ) ∈ L2 ([0, T ]; H1 (Ω)) × L2 (0, T ) such that
Z
Z
Z
Z
1
1
∂t ϕψdx +
∇ϕ · ∇ψdx =
(cG η − λ)ψdx − 2
G0 (ϕ)ψdx ∀ψ ∈ H1 (Ω).
ε
ε
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
Let T be a decomposition of Ω into simplexes (for simplicity we assume Ω is polygonal). We
define the finite element space
V := {ψh ∈ H1 (Ω) ∩ C 0 (Ω) : ψh |k ∈ P1

∀k ∈ T }.

(A.1)

For the time discretisation employ an implicit-explicit method where the diffusive term is
treated implicitly and the reaction terms explicitly. Introducing the shorthand for a time discrete sequence f n := f (tn ) and a uniform timestep τ with T = M τ, M ∈ N, the fully discrete
n+1 ) ∈ V × R such that
scheme reads, for n = 0, . . . , M − 1, given ϕnh , ηhn ∈ V find (ϕn+1
h ,λ
Z
Z
1
n+1
n
(ϕ
− ϕh )ψh dx +
∇ϕn+1
· ∇ψh dx =
h
τ Ω h
Ω
Z
Z
1
1
n
n+1
(cG ηh − λ
)ψh dx − 2
Λh (G0 (ϕnh ))ψh dx ∀ψh ∈ V,
ε Ω
ε Ω
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where Λh : C 0 (Ω) → V denotes the Lagrange interpolant.
We solve the above problem using the iterative technique introduced and studied in [21],
which uses a bisection method for the Lagrange multiplier. In particular we seek an iterative
sequence {φn+1,k
, λn+1,k }k≥1 where φn+1,k
solves
h
h
Z
Z
1
n+1,k
n
∇ϕn+1,k
· ∇ψh dx =
(ϕ
− ϕh )ψh dx +
h
τ Ω h
Ω
Z
Z
1
1
n
n+1,k
(cG ηh − λ
)ψh dx − 2
Λh (G0 (ϕnh ))ψh dx ∀ψh ∈ V,
ε Ω
ε Ω
n+1,2 =
with λn+1,1 = − 2ε
τ + 1, λ

λn+1,k+1

2ε
τ

− 1 and {λn+1,k+1 }k≥2 satisfying


R
λn+1,k − λn+1,k−1 Mϕn+1 − Ω [ϕn+1,k
]
+
h
R

= λn+1,k +
,
R
n+1,k
n+1,k−1
[ϕ
]
−
[ϕ
]
+
+
Ω h
Ω h

where we recall
Mϕn+1

Z
:=
Ω

[ϕ0h ]+ +


(n + 1)τ
[ϕobs ]+ − [ϕ0h ]+ dx.
T

We deem this iteration to have converged when |λn+1,k+1 − λn+1,k | < tol.
The discretisation of the forward problem without the volume constraint is as above with
λ = 0. The discretisation of the adjoint problem without the volume constraint is the same as
above as the Lagrange multiplier λ(t) does not enter the adjoint problem (2.15).
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